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Free attendance subject to registration by e-mail: vedogreen@irtop.com or by Phone: +39 02 45473883/4
The aim of the Green Investor Day is to facilitate the matching between demand and supply of capital in the green world through 2 roundtables during the day. In the first session financial institutions, bankers and investors have the opportunity to meet Top Management of green listed and private companies, which show business models and strategies; in the second one, International Investors discuss about significant issues such as future development, M&A trends and new emerging markets.

AGENDA

9:30 Registration

10:00

VEDOGREEN SURVEY DEPARTMENT: the 10 sectors of Green Economy
Anna Lambiase, VedoGreen CEO

Fabrizio Barini, Senior Analyst Intermonte SIM

10.10 – “INNOVATION AND GREEN TECH” ROUND TABLE

10.10 - GREENITALY1: Anna Lambiase - Board member
10.20 - THOLOS: Guerino Loi – CEO
10.35 - TERNA PLUS: Carmine Auletta – Chief of Marketing, Products & Solutions
10.50 – TERNIENERGIA: Stefano Neri – Chairman & CEO

11.05 - PLASTICA ALFA: Josephine Pace – Chief of Strategic Business Development

11.20 - COFFEE BREAK

11.45 - KINEXIA: Pietro Colucci – Chairman & CEO
12.00 - ICASCO: Pietro Valaguzza – CEO
12.15 - BIANCAMANO: Pierpaolo Pizzimbone – Vice President
12.30 - LADURNER AMBIENTE: Lorenzo Bagnacani – CEO L.E.
13:00 - BUSINESS LUNCH

14:30 - PANEL DISCUSSION “CAPITAL”

Conference moderator: Marco Gaiazzi, Class CNBC

ADVAM PARTNERS: Emanuele Facile - CEO

DINTEC: Massimo Guasconi - Chairman

IDEA CAPITAL SGR: Sergio Buonanno - IDEA EEF Managing Director

INTEGRAE SIM: Antonio Tognoli – Executive Vice President

QUADRIVIO SGR: Andrea Fradagrada - Fondo Energia Senior Investment Manager

SYNERGO SGR: Rossano Rufini - Partner

WISE SGR: Fabrizio Medea - Partner

XENON PRIVATE EQUITY: Franco Prestigiacomo - Managing Partner

VedoGreen

VedoGreen is the IR Top brand created in order to assist green companies to position themselves in the reference market, obtain capital for growth and communicate their value to stakeholders. The sector will be monitored at international level, creating visibility and awareness around the brand, fostering dialogue with the banking system or the entry of institutional investors and the preparation of the companies for listing on the Stock Exchange.

Intermonte

Intermonte is the leading broker on the Italian equity market, working with domestic and foreign institutional investors. Intermonte’s equity research activity is among the most well respected on the Italian market and is always placed in the leading positions in international rankings. The company is especially active in IPO operations, as global coordinator, sponsor, specialist and Nomad on the Italian AIM. Intermonte also operates as a consultant for extraordinary financing operations and company valuations.

Borsa Italiana

Borsa Italiana is one of Europe’s largest and most established stock exchanges with about 330 companies listed across its markets. The Italian Exchange operates markets trading in Italian equities, bonds and derivatives. Markets include the MIV and STAR segments as well as IDEM, MOT, ExtraMOT and ExtraMOT PRO, ETFPlus and AIM-Italia – Mercato Alternativo del Capitale for small cap companies. Since October 2007 Borsa Italiana has been part of the international diversified exchange business, London Stock Exchange Group.